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Abstract
In recent decades rail systems serving cities and their suburbs have undergone a major expansion and
evolution. As one of the oldest modes of mechanized urban transportation, suburban or commuter railways
were specialized services for commuters operated by railway companies which primarily operated long-
distance passenger and freight transport. Today most of these railways have grown into regional rail systems -
regular transit services which meet the need for high quality multicentered transportation throughout
growing metropolitan areas.
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FROM SUBURBAN RAILWAYS TO REGIONAL RAil., SYSTEMS 
Professor Vukan R. Vuchic 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 
In recent decades rail systems serving cities and their suburbs have undergone a 
major expansion and evolution. As one of the oldest modes of mechanized urban 
transportation, suburban or commuter railways were specialized services for commuters 
operated by railway companies which primarily operated long-distance passenger and freight 
transport. Today most of these railways have grown into regional rail systems - regular 
transit services which meet the need for high quality multicentered transportation throughout 
growing metropolitan areas. 
1, The Classical Suburban/Commuter Railways 
Most suburban or commuter railways initially consisted of radial railway lines 
converging from suburbs into one or several terminals in central city. Owned and operated 
by railway companies, these lines generally served commuters traveling to and from work 
in the center of the city. 
These lines were characterized by mostly cumulative boarding of the radial lines 
toward the city ("many-to-one" pattern) and a very sharp temporal peaking of demand. 
While frequent services were offered during the peaks, only infrequent and often irregular 
services were offered at other times. 
Most of the classical commuter railways were operated and considered as systems 
separated from transit systems which consisted of metros, streetcars/light rail, trolleybuses 
and buses. While they did have joint terminals, fares and often even information for the 
two systems were independent of each other. 
2, Evolution and Recent Developments of Reeional Rail 
Several trends which have taken place in most cities around the world have resulted 
in a steady increase of interest in the regional rail. Two major factors have resulted in the 
increasing role of this transportation mode. 
First, with the spreading of cities and growth of suburban populations, the highest 
growth of demand for transit has occurred in the areas served primarily by regional rail 
networks. Thus, as cities grow into regions, there is a need to develop urban transit into 
regional transit, and regional rail represents the most important mode with its "skeleton" 
network. 
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